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Introduction n 

Thiss is a book about the integration of environmental con-
cernss and EC competition law. From a legal perspective, Article 6 of the EC 
Treatyy requires such integration.1 This provision, albeit worded differently, was 
includedd in the EC Treaty by the Single European Act in 1987 as (then) Article 
130R.22 Ever since it was introduced, this integration principle has been the sub-
jectt of legal research. Recurring themes in these investigations were the legal 
statuss of the principle and whether it entailed a preference for environmental 
considerationss over the other policy objectives in which it was to be integrated. 
Thee integration principle was first put to practical legal use in the Court's 
judgmentt in Titaniumdioxidc} Since then, its practical legal role has primarily 
beenn confined to disputes concerning the correct legal basis. This, however, has 
donee littl e to clarify either of the recurring themes mentioned above. A purely 
legall  approach does not suffice to answer the question of what Article 6 EC is 
alll  about. Moreover, even apart from the purely legal question of what exactly 
Articlee 6 prescribes, there is a growing body of case law that concerns environ-
mentall  protection requirements and competition law. 

Withh the advent of the environmental agreement4 as an environmental 
policyy instrument and the ever-increasing flow of government funds for environ-
mentall  purposes, the relation between the EC's competition laws and environ-
mentall  protection came to the fore. How should EC competition law, in view of 
thiss integration principle, react to environmental agreements that protect the 
environmentt but also restrict competition? Similarly, we may ask how the prohi-
bitionn of state aids in Article 87 EC is to be applied to cases where such aids are 
grantedd for environmental purposes but distort competition? In this connec-
tion,, the precise content of the integration principle in relation to competition 
laww becomes even more important. Environmental agreements and environ-
mentall  subsidies may be very effective instruments of environmental policy. 
Ass such they may very well contribute greatly to achieving more environmental 
protectionn at lower costs. Particularly now, when the US have rejected the Kyoto 

11 It reads as follows: 'Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and 

implementationn of the Community policies and activities [...], in particular with a view to promoting 

sustainablee development'. 
22 At that time the text was: 'Environmental protection requirements shall be a component of the Commu-

nity'ss other policies.' With the Treaty on European Union the provision was changed to read as follows: 

'Environmentall  protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and implementation of 

otherr Community policies'. 
33 Case C-300/89, Commission v. Council (Titaniumdioxide), [1991] ECR I-2867. 
44 An environmental agreement is an agreement between different companies or between a group of 

companiess and a public authority on an environmental matter. See, further, infra, paragraph 3.3. 
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protocoll  basically because of the costs involved and the effects of these costs on 
thee competitive situation, achieving environmental protection more effectively 
ass well as efficiently is likely to become one of the major challenges for environ-
mentall  policy makers throughout the world. Completely ruling out categories of 
potentiallyy effective and efficient environmental instruments, such as environ-
mentall  agreements or environmental subsidies, because of their incompatibility 
withh the competition rules, would therefore seem to run counter to the integra-
tionn principle. 

Fromm a different perspective we should also recognise that competition is 
probablyy the most effective allocative mechanism known to man. Competition 
ass the cornerstone of the free market economy has allowed economies to soar to 
greatt heights and brought us myriad innovations. Moreover, Article 4 of the EC 
Treatyy dictates that 'the principle of an open market economy with free competi-
tion'' is to be the basis of Europe's economic policy. Why not, the obvious ques-
tionn would seem to be, try and make competition work for the environment? 
Whyy should we not try to innovate in the area of environmental protection 
techniquess to such an extent that costs are no longer an objection to high levels 
off  environmental protection? 

This,, it is submitted, addresses the core of Article 6 EC and with this 
observationn we have returned to what this book is all about: the integration of 
environmentall  concerns and EC competition law. Put more precisely the central 
questionn in this research is the following: 

WhatWhat is the integration of environmental concerns and EC competition law 
requiredrequired by Article 6 and has such an integration actually taken place? 

Thee question thus asked is actually twofold. Firstly, what should be and secondly 
whatt is the role of environmental concerns and EC competition law in view of 
thee integration principle? What the role for environmental concerns should 
bee is not easy to answer. According to Article 6, this role should amount to an 
'integration'.. What this concept of integration means is nowhere made clear in 
thee Treaty. Moreover, as the fact that two themes in connection with the inte-
grationn principle (i.e. its legal status and whether it entails a preference for the 
environment)) are still recurring shows, the exact content of Article 6 EC is still 
farr from dear.5 We have seen above how the ideal situation would be one where 
thee powerful instrument of competition would be used to achieve more environ-
mentall  protection. 

Thiss book consists of three parts. In Part One we wil l examine how this 
ideall  situation where competition works for the environment can be achieved 

55 See, Dhondt 2003 who, at pages 15-183, addresses these questions and identifies a multitude of opinions. 
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andd what the role of the integration principle is in this respect. Article 6, as we 
havee seen above, prescribes an integration of environmental protection require-
mentss and, inter alia, EC competition law and policy. What does 'integrate' mean 
inn this context? For example with regard to EC competition policy the question 
mayy be asked when, if at all, an environmental agreement that restricts competi-
tionn should be exempted on environmental grounds. The role of the integration 
principlee in this, as it wil l be referred to, competition perspective of the relation 
betweenn competition and environmental protection will be further investi-
gatedd in Part One. As a result, the concept of integration enshrined in Article 
66 EC is given a well-defined meaning in connection with EC competition law 
inn Part One of this book. Moreover, as may be gathered from the last sentence 
off  the preceding paragraph, competition can, under the right circumstances, 
functionn as an exceptionally powerful instrument to bring about environmen-
tall  protection more efficiently. The advent of many of the new instruments of 
environmentall  policy must be seen in this light. In this respect, the relation 
betweenn competition and environmental protection is two-way in that it is not 
justt competition law that needs to take into account environmental considera-
tionss but environmental policy similarly needs to incorporate certain competi-
tivee aspects. This, as it wil l be called, environmental perspective of the relation 
betweenn competition and environmental protection will also be investigated in 
Partt One. 

Becausee the integration principle binds the Community institutions when 
theyy define and implement the Community's policies, the meaning of the 
conceptt 'integration' and thus Article 6 EC, can be called a model of integra-
tion.. Ideally, the role awarded to environmental concerns in EC competition law 
shouldd comply with that prescribed by the model of integration. 

Ass part of the examination of what the role of environmental concerns and 
ECC competition law is, we wil l also investigate in Part Two whether that role is 
inn accordance with the model of integration developed in Part One as far as the 
competitionn perspective of the relation between competition and environmental 
protectionn is concerned. In order to do this we need to first establish the role that 
environmentall  concerns have played in EC competition law. This question is 
relativelyy straightforward to answer. All that needs to be done is to closely exam-
inee and analyse the EC competition laws and their application in order to deter-
minee what role environmental concerns have played. This constitutes the bulk 
off  Part Two. In this Part the whole of EC Competition law, i.e. Article 81-87 or* 
thee EC Treaty, the Merger Regulation6 and the so-called useful effect doctrine,7 

iss examined to ascertain the role played by environmental concerns. 

Regulationn 4064/89, [1990] OJ L 257/14. 
77 Also referred to as 'new norm'. It consists of Article 3(i)(g) in connection with Article 10 and 81 of the 

ECC Treaty. 
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Thee perceptive reader will have noticed that the environmental perspective 
off  the model of integration {'to what extent is competition used as an instru-
mentt to achieve environmental protection most efficiently?') is nott addressed 
inn Part Two. The explanation for this is rather simple. EC environmental policy 
primarilyy makes use of Directives that need to be implemented by the national 
legislator.. In this context, the EC Directive lays down the instrumental frame-
workk but it is up to the national legislature to prescribe the type of instrument 
thatt wil l be actually used. The Directive wil l generally only lay down the broad 
frameworkk for the national environmental policy instrument that must make 
thee Directive practically effective. The question to what extent competition is 
usedd as an instrument of environmental policy is therefore best answered at the 
levell  of member state implementing legislation. This can be seen with regard 
too the implementation of the Packaging Directive.8 Whilst the transposition of 
thiss Directive has resulted in monopolistic producer responsibility organisations 
inn Germany, France and other member states, the United Kingdom's approach 
too the implementation resulted in the creation of a market on which several 
competingg producer responsibility organisations are active. Interestingly, the 
approachh adopted by the UK is as much a correct transposition of the Directive 
ass that used by the German or French governments. This striking difference in 
termss of the market structure resulting from the implementation of one Direc-
tivee shows that the Directive itself is not the primary factor that determines 
whetherr or not and to what extent competition is used to achieve environmental 
objectivess most efficiently. 

Inn Part Three we wil l look at the findings of Part One and Two from three 
differentt perspectives as part of a comparative legal analysis. We wil l thus 
comparee the relationship between environmental concerns and EC competition 
laww both as it is and how it should be according to the model of integration, with, 
firstly,, the role played by cultural considerations in EC competition, secondly, 
thee role of environmental protection and national competition law and, thirdly, 
thee role of environmental concerns in the internal market rules. 

Thiss comparative legal exercise will help us to establish the value of the 
modell  of integration as well as the validity of our findings with regard to 
whetherr or not the model of integration was applied in practice. On the basis of 
ourr findings in both Part One and Two, we will be able to discern three factors 
relativee to the model of integration that are typical and decisive in EC competi-
tionn law and environmental protection. In Part Three we wil l address these three 
factorss by looking at the model of integration from the three different perspec-
tivess listed in the preceding paragraph. Every perspective addresses one of the 
factorss considered to be critical for the model of integration and can thus be 

Thee implementation of the Packaging Directive and the resulting market structures in Germany and 

thee United Kingdom will be examined in chapter 10. 
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usedd to test the model of integration. In a nutshell, the first of these three factors 
iss the mutually reinforcing relationship between competition and environmen-
tall  protection in view of the polluter pays principle. It is submitted that a similar 
rolee cannot be envisaged for other so-called 'non-economic' considerations and 
thatt as a result the role of such considerations in EC competition law should 
differr from that played by environmental concerns. To test this hypothesis, we 
wil ll  examine the role awarded to cultural considerations within EC competition 
law.. Because this comparison takes place within the framework of EC competi-
tionn law it wil l be called the internal perspective. The second factor is not so 
muchh unique to or decisive for the model of integration but rather is considered 
relevantt for the Community's competition law in general. It has on many consid-
erationss been observed by scholars, practitioners, and the Court alike that the 
competitionn rules of the EC not only serve to ensure effective competition but 
alsoo function in the light of the market integration objective. This market inte-
grationn objective is, by definition, absent in the competition laws of the member 
statess even though these have in many cases been modelled on EC competition 
law.. The second - external - perspective eliminates this market integration 
objectivee as a factor that is relevant for EC competition law but at the same time 
possiblyy distorting in view of the model of integration.9 The third factor relates 
too what will be called the economisation of environmental benefits. As will be 
shown,, EC competition law (partly) takes environmental aspects into account 
afterr they have been 'converted' into economic benefits. Such economisation is 
explicitlyy refused by the Court in connection with the internal market rules in 
thee EC Treaty. The interpretation of this area of Community law is purely legal. 
Thee third - semi external - perspective therefore excludes the economisation 
ass a factor that could possibly affect the operation of the model of integration in 
practice. . 

Moreover,, as part of the second perspective, the role of environmental 
protectionn requirements and national competition law, we wil l also address the 
environmentall  perspective of the model of integration. To this end we will look 
att the way in which several Directives that lay down a producer responsibility 
havee been implemented. These directives allow for implementation by means 
off  an environmental agreement as an attempt to introduce more 'market-based' 
instrumentss of environmental policy. The harsh reality is, however, that in many 
casess the resulting producer responsibility organisations are in fact large-scale 
nationwidee monopolists. As part of Part Three we will therefore examine the 
factorss that are responsible for this failure to effectively make competition work 
forr the environment. 

Thee distorttve effect of the market integration objective can be seen in, for example, the initially (overly) 

widee scope of Article 81(1) EC. See further, infra, paragraph 7.2. 
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Onn the basis of the findings in these three parts we wil l formulate our 
conclusionss and make recommendations. These recommendations should allow 
uss effectively to use the most efficient economic instrument known to man to 
achievee better environmental protection through bringing about a competition 
forfor the environment. 
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